An unusual long standing bronchial foreign body (Case report of thumbtack)
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ABSTRACT

The foreign body aspiration and the related complications is one of the issues greatly observed in the emergency departments. The patient was a 61-year-old woman who did not have any history of disease. She suffered from repetitive coughs and Pneumonia, had visited the physician several times, and was treated by outpatient medical treatment. However, her problem still existed. All of the tests of the patient were normal and chest radiography was done for diagnosing pulmonary problems. Accidentally, a foreign body was observed in the right bronchus of the patient. The patient was examined and she was candidate for rigid bronchoscopy. After doing the operation, a rusty thumbtack was observed in the left bronchus of the patient and it was removed.
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Introduction

The foreign body aspiration in trachea and bronchus can be seen in all age groups; they are often seen in childhood. In such cases, it is needed to be quickly diagnosed and the foreign body should be securely removed [1]. The aspirations of the foreign body are one of the important reasons for death across the world; they mainly take place in the lower-than-15-year-old children and the elderly [2]. The foreign body aspiration causes over 3000 deaths in the world per year. Approximately, 75 to 85 percent of all of the aspirations of the foreign body takes place in lower-than-15-year-old children. However, most of them are lower than 3 years old [3]. In this study, a rare case of foreign body aspiration was reported in the adults. It has been placed in bronchus for a long time without any sign.

Introduction of the case

The patient was a 61-year-old woman without any previous physical or mental disease. She suffered from repetitive coughs and Pneumonia, had visited the physician several times, and was treated by outpatient medical treatment. However, her problem still existed. She referred to Imam Khomeini Hospital in Ahvaz and was hospitalized in the pulmonary diseases ward by the order of the physicians of the patient in the internal service and in a sub-specialist way. All of the tests of the patient were normal and chest radiography was done for diagnosing pulmonary problems. Accidentally, a foreign body was observed in the left bronchus of the patient. The patient was asked to refer to an otorhinolaryngologist. The patient was examined and she was candidate for rigid bronchoscopy. After doing the operation, a rusty thumbtack was observed in the left bronchus (Fig. 1) of the patient and it was removed.

Introduction of the case

The patient was a 61-year-old woman who did not have any history of disease. She suffered from repetitive coughs and Pneumonia, had visited the physician several times, and was treated by outpatient medical treatment. However, her problem still existed. All of the tests of the patient were normal and chest radiography was done for diagnosing pulmonary problems. Accidentally, a foreign body was observed in the right bronchus of the patient. The patient was examined and she was candidate for rigid bronchoscopy. After doing the operation, a rusty thumbtack was observed in the left bronchus of the patient and it was removed.

Discussion

The foreign body aspiration is an emergency medical situation that needs timely diagnosis and action. Its rate of death had been high before the invention of bronchoscope. Gösta Killin, a German otorhinolaryngologist, used bronchoscope to remove a foreign body from bronchus in 1897 [4]. Often, the inhalation of the foreign body happens for 1-3-year-old children. The reasons for that are as follows. They lack the molar tooth to appropriately grind the food, have little coordination in swallowing, and the height of their larynx is immature. They
like to investigate the environment by holding objects in their mouth. They are usually running and plying while eating [4]. Sometimes, no sign of a foreign body is observed in the afflicted people and only the chronic symptoms show a hidden foreign body in the lung; the chronic symptoms include cough, repeated infection of the lungs or pneumonia that is not recovered and has no clear history. The hidden foreign body may not be detected for months or years and is often diagnosed mistakenly. In the hearing of a patient with foreign body aspiration, a wheeze sound can be often heard. 21.8% of the patients with foreign body aspiration are afflicted with delay in diagnosis (over thirty days). History, physical and radiological examination, and laboratory tests are often necessary and sufficient for diagnosis. Silva et al. has reported that the sensitivity and feature of radiological imaging methods for the foreign body aspiration are respectively 73% and 45% [1]. Usually, the sudden incident of wheeze indicates the presence of a foreign body in bronchus, especially when it is one-sided. Sometimes, due to the vegetarian nature (like legumes), the foreign body can swell or cause reaction and inflammation in the surrounding mucus, resulting in complete obstruction and the collapse of the involved lobe. Radiography can be normal in the bronchus foreign bodies, obstructive emphysema can be present as the early symptom, and atelectasis (consolidation) can be present as the late symptom. Even if the history and examination strongly confirm the existence of the foreign body, it is still needed to do the posterior-anterior and lateral chest radiology [3]. Additionally, the image of chest in inhalation and exhalation states would be helpful. Small foreign bodies may not be diagnosed by radiography. Asthma and mucus plug can be similar to the foreign body in radiography. In a study, 35 percent of the people with foreign body had a normal radiography. It is very important to do endoscopy for patients who are skeptic to have a foreign body since negative radiography is not sufficient for rejecting the presence of a foreign body [4]. Removing the foreign body by bronchoscopy is the preferred method for the foreign bodies of chip and bronchus. The size and type of endoscope are selected based on the age of the patient and the location of the foreign body. For children, bronchoscopy is done by general anesthesia in the operation room. Adults may tolerate bronchoscopy at awakening and under anesthesia with lidocaine spray. The equipment must be appropriate and adequate for doing the operation and all of the endoscopy team members should be experienced so as to successfully do the operation. If the hospital is not equipped and the staff is not experienced, the patient needs to be referred to the high-level and more equipped hospitals. Giving steroids and antibiotics to the patient before the operation reduces the complications such as edema and airway infection. Most of the complications are caused because of delay in diagnosis and treatment. Early diagnosis has a direct relationship with reduced complications. The most common place for the foreign body varies based on age [3]. The laryngotracheal foreign bodies lead to major complications in 45% of the cases and 67% of the complications is caused by over-24-hour delays (4). Pneumonia and atelectasis are the most prevalent complications of removing the foreign body and the treatment by antibiotics and physiotherapy is helpful in these cases. Ekrem has reported a 72-year-old man who has undergone a complete laryngectomy 7 years ago and visited the emergency department for the aspiration of the silicone tracheostomy canula [5]. He used to clean the upper respiratory tract secretion by his finger through tracheostomy. Tola Bayisa reported the aspiration of a pin in an Ethiopian veiled girl [6]. Hashemi reported the aspiration of a knife blade in a 38-year-old young man [7]. Alia Qureshi reported the aspiration of a metal blade in a 22-year-old young man [8]. All of the mentioned cases have been easily observed in radiography. The aspiration case of the present study is a rare one with no sign; the aspired body is itself a rare case in the studies in the world, too.

Conclusion

The foreign body aspiration may be completely without any sign, especially in the adults. An appropriate history and imaging findings can help us do an accurate diagnosis and treatment.
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Figure 1. Chest X-ray AP & Lateral show thumbtack foreign body in left bronchus